FRIDAY, September 12

**PARKING REMINDER!** Lots around the stadium (Deck, Godwin, P, R1 (old baseball)) are CLOSED beginning Friday evening. Please plan accordingly.

5:30pm Gates unlocked at stadium (must have logistics/DM at C gates directing traffic – there will be team walk-throughs during this time, and we cannot disturb it)

**NOTE:** There is a VISITING TEAM WALK-THROUGH @ 6pm – please enter through E or C gates, travel BEHIND the end zone stands (NOT through the end zone).

**PREP**
- Sound in stands
- Stand Tune bins
- Percussion – set up drum stands in the stands for stand band

6:00pm **FULL PREGAME RUN FROM EAGLE COURTYARD**
- Warm-up in sections
- Line-up
- Parade to stadium

6:30pm **REHEARSAL @ STADIUM**
- Run pregame w/Cheerleaders/Video Board
- Clean Show for weekend

7:15pm **SET THE STANDS**
- Stand Band rehearsal

8:00pm Rehearsal ends – uniform issues addressed (after rehearsal)

**BAND DAY MEETING following rehearsal.**
SATURDAY, September 13

PARKING REMINDER! Lots around the stadium (Deck, Godwin, P, R1 (old baseball)) are CLOSED beginning Friday evening. Please plan accordingly.

REHEARSAL UNIFORM: Under Armour warm-up pants, PURPLE MRD Shirt

8:00am  Gates unlocked
8:30am  Sectionals/Warm-up
8:45am  Run Pregame from tunnel
  
  NOTE: Immediately following pregame run, SECTION LEADERSHIP will head to band stands to meet band day participants.
9:15am  Meet with band day participants in SECTIONALS (guard on field, DL @ Godwin transit)
  
  SECTIONALS – Introductions, Get It On, Stand Band
10:00am  CONCERT ARCS – Full Rehearsal
10:00am  RUN Show 1
10:15am  Band Day performance staging & entrance
10:45am  STAND BAND REHEARSAL – Set Stands
11:30am  MRD TO FIELD (for “Day with the Dukes” entrance)
  BAND DAY PARTICIPANTS to Eagle Courtyard
11:45am  DAY WITH THE DUKES ENTRANCE (Fight Song)
Noon  DISMISSAL

COLOR GUARD – if you are leaving your flag bags and equipment at the storage room, please make sure they are neatly arranged along the wall – within the marked areas. This area must be clear for game day logistics and traffic.
PREGAME

**2:00pm** REPORT TO EAGLE – FULL uniform
- Jacket on and ZIPPED
- Shako and plume IN HAND
- Black shoes and SOCKS!
- Instrument with NO CASE!

**TUBAS** – please report to the storage room at least 30 minutes prior in order to get horns out of cases and move to the stadium.

**NOTE:** Band members are encouraged TO NOT BRING PERSONAL BELONGINGS INTO THE STADIUM. **IF you have to leave items in the stands,** bring them PRIOR to Eagle report time. **You are not allowed to have personal items with you during our pregame entrance to the stadium.**

**2:30pm** CONCERT ARCS
- Cadence
- Hymn
- Run show music
- Get it On with BAND DAY participants

**3:00pm** LINE UP

**3:30pm** CADENCE TO STADIUM
- At E gates, drumline and ½ guard move through service drive to Plecker
- ½ guard enters field, stay against band seats
- Winds/DM/Cheer stage in tunnel

**3:40pm** BAND ENTRANCE VIDEO
- Drumline & ½ Guard enter end zone (1 minute to set)

**4:00pm** GAME TIME!

**Half Time:** Cadence, Opener, Concert, BAND DAY Get It On, Fight Song, Cadence

**Post Game:** School Song w/football team, Show 1, GET IT ON (traditional), Fight Song, Dismissal/Salvation Is Created

**NOTE:** Food is NOT provided for the band after the 3rd quarter. **D-HALL will be open until one hour after the game to accommodate those who have a meal plan.**